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Abstract: The signs of global warming are becoming ever more prominent, casual observers of the media in the India. Weather changes
all the time. It is highly dynamic in nature. The average pattern of weather, called climate, usually remains uniform for centuries if it is
left to itself. However, the Earth is not being left alone. People are taking multi-dimensional actions that are gradually changing the
morphology, physiology, and anatomy of the planet Earth and its climate in large scale. The single human activity that is most likely to
have a large impact on the climate is the burning of "fossil fuels" such as coal, oil and gas. Citizens are in denial about climate change,
refusing to take responsibility for controlling their emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and the other greenhouse gases (GHGs) that
cause global warming. Although it is true that the federal government remains stalemated on how to deal with climate change, the
notion that no climate action is taking place in this country is erroneous. The most intriguing story is what has been happening in state
legislatures, at city council meetings, and in corporate boardrooms, as well as on college campuses, in community groups, and in a
range of other local settings. Across the nation, numerous climate action programs are moving aggressively to reduce emissions of
GHGs. It is rare that a week goes by without the announcement of a new initiative among recent clippings.
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1.

Introduction

The single human activity that is most likely to have a
large impact on the climate is the burning of "fossil fuels"
such as coal, oil and gas. These fuels contain carbon.
Burning them liberates carbon dioxide gas in the
atmosphere. Since the early 1800s, when people began
burning large amounts of coal and oil, the amount of
carbon dioxide in the earth's atmosphere has increased by
nearly 30%, and average global temperature appears to
have risen between 1° and 2°F. This increment of
temperature [10] is keenly related to the basic property of
the gas. Carbon dioxide gas traps solar heat in the
atmosphere, partly in the same way as glass traps solar
heat in a sunroom or a greenhouse. For this reason, carbon
dioxide is sometimes called a "greenhouse gas." As more
carbon dioxide is added to the atmosphere, solar heat
faces more trouble in getting out. The result is that, if
everything else remains unchanged, the average
temperature of the atmosphere would increase. As people
burn more fossil fuels for energy they add more carbon
dioxide to the atmosphere. This creates a blanket of
carbon dioxide over the Earth’s surface, which allows the
short waves of the sun to penetrate the Earth’s
atmosphere, but prevents the long wave radiations
(emitted from the Earth’s surface) to get out. If this
activity continues for a long period of time, the average
temperature of the atmosphere will almost certainly rise.
This is commonly referred to as global warming. Global
warming is thus the increase in the average temperature of
the Earth’s near-surface air and oceans in recent decades
and its projected continuation. The term “global warming”
is a sub-set of the universal set climate change [1], which
also encompasses another sub-set namely “global

cooling.” The United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) uses the term “climate
change” for human-induced changes and “climate
variability” [2] for other changes. Climate change is
therefore any long-term significant change in the “average
weather” that a given region experiences and involves
changes in the variability or average state of the
atmosphere over durations ranging from decades to
millions of years. The roots of these changes can be
related to several dynamic processes on Earth, external
forces including variations in sunlight intensity, and more
recently by human activities.

2.

Objectives

Review literature on environmental behavior focusing on
the current understanding of powerlessness, the commons
dilemma and related perceptions regarding environmental
problems, in particular climate change.
Collect qualitative and quantitative data on perceptions of
powerlessness and the commons dilemma in relation to
climate change.
To find out of the main causes of climate change
Discuss findings about the importance and causes of
powerlessness and the common dilemma in relation to
climate change.

3. Methodology
The intuitive approach to costing adaptation involves
comparing a future [5] world without climate change with
a future world with climate change. The difference
between these two worlds entails a series of actions to
adapt to the new world conditions. And the costs of these
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additional actions are the costs of adapting to climate
change. With that in mind, the study took the following
four steps:
Picking a baseline: For the timeframe, the world in 2050
was chosen, not beyond forecasting climate change and its
economic impacts become even more uncertain beyond
this period. Development [6] baselines were crafted for
each sector, essentially establishing a growth path in the
absence of climate change that determines sector-level
performance indicators (such as stock of infrastructure
assets, level of nutrition, and water supply availability).
The baselines used a consistent set of GDP and population
forecasts for 2010–50.
Choosing climate projections: Two climate scenarios were
chosen to capture as large as possible a range of model
predictions. Although model predictions do not diverge
much in projected temperatures increases by 2050,
precipitation changes vary substantially across models.
For this reason, model extremes were captured by using
the two model scenarios that yielded extremes of dry and
wet climate projections. Catastrophic events were not
captured, however.
Predicting impacts: An analysis was done to predict what
the world would look like under the new climate
conditions. This meant translating the impacts of changes
in climate on the various economic activities (agriculture,
fisheries), on people’s behavior (consumption, health), on
environmental conditions (water availability, oceans,
forests), and on physical capital (infrastructure).
The research work prepared in three stages which are as
follows –

4. Pre-field work
This stage includes - i) collection of districts map ii)
collection of secondary information from district
handbook, census report, others books and journals etc.
iii) preparation of questionnaire statistical schedule for
collection of primary data which are closely related with
the research work.

5. Field work
By questionnaire schedule primary data will be collected
from the study area. Observation schedule also help to
collect the information.

6. Post field work
Collected data will be classified in a master table and
various cartographic and statistical techniques will be
made in support of the theoretical discussion.

Figure 1: A Process of Data Management

7. Results
Causes of Climate Change: The general state of the
Earth's climate is a function of the amount of energy
stored by the climate system. More specifically it can be
stated that the Earth’s climate is regulated by the balance
between the amount of energy the Earth receives from the
Sun, in the form of light and ultraviolet radiation, and the
amount of energy the Earth releases back to space, in the
form of infrared heat energy. Causes of climate change
involve any process that can alter this global energy
balance. Scientists call this "climate forcing.” Climate
forcing "forces" or induces the climate to change,
although the acceleration of the process is highly variable.
There are many climate forcing processes, but broadly
speaking, they can be classified into internal and external
types (Fig-1). External processes operate outside the
planet Earth, and include changes in the global energy
balance due to extraterrestrial factors like variations in the
Earth’s orbit around the Sun, and changes in the amount
of energy received from the Sun. Internal processes
operate from within the Earth's climate system, and
include changes in the global energy balance due to
changes in ocean circulation or changes in the
composition of the atmosphere. Other climate forcing
processes include the impacts of large volcanic eruptions,
collisions with comets or meteorites etc. Luckily, the
Earth is not hit by large comets or meteorites very often,
perhaps every 20 to 30 million years or so, and therefore
their associated climate changes occur rarely throughout
Earth History. However, other causes of climate change
influence the Earth on much shorter time scales, with
changes sometimes occurring within a single generation.
Indeed, our present oscillation of the composition of
atmosphere due to emission of greenhouse gases [7] may
be causing the global climate to change with an increased
trend of atmospheric temperature. This man-made climate
change associated with increasing trend of atmospheric
temperature is popularly known as global warming. For
convenience of the readers, we prefer to divide the causes
of climate change into two broad domains: natural and
manmade.
Natural factors: The work of climatologists have found
evidences to suggest that only a limited number of factors
are primarily responsible for most of the past episodes of
climate change on the Earth. These factors include
1. Variations in the Earth's orbital characteristics
2. Atmospheric carbon dioxide variations
3. Volcanic eruptions
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4. Variations in solar output
5. Plate tectonics
Variations in the Earth's orbital characteristics: The
Milankovitch theory suggests that normal cyclical
variations in three of the Earth’s orbital characteristics are
probably responsible for some past climatic change. The
basic idea behind this theory assumes that over time these
three cyclic events vary the amount of solar radiation that
is received on the surface of the planet Earth. The first
cyclical variation, known as eccentricity, controls the
shape of the Earth's orbit around the Sun. The orbit
gradually changes from being elliptical to being nearly
circular and then back to elliptical in a period of about
100,000 years. The greater the eccentricity of the orbit
(i.e., the more elliptical it is), the greater the variation in
solar energy received at the top of the atmosphere between
the Earth's closest (perihelion) and farthest (aphelion)
approach to the Sun. Currently, the Earth is experiencing a
period of low eccentricity. The difference in the Earth's
distance from the Sun between perihelion and aphelion
(which is only about 3%) is responsible for approximately
a 7% variation in the amount of solar energy received at
the top of the atmosphere. When the difference in this
distance is at its maximum (9%), the difference in solar
energy received is about 20%.
The second cyclical variation results from the fact that, as
the Earth rotates on its polar axis, it wobbles like a
spinning top changing the orbital timing of the equinoxes
and solstices (Fig. 1.2). This effect is known as the
precession of the equinox.
The precession of the equinox has a cycle of
approximately 26,000 years. According to illustration (A),
the Earth is closer to the Sun in January (perihelion) and
farther away in July (aphelion) at the present time.
Because of precession, the reverse will be true in 13,000
years and the Earth will then be closer to the Sun in July
(illustration B).
This means, of course, that if everything else remains
constant, 13,000 years from now seasonal variations in the
Northern Hemisphere should be greater than at present
(colder winters and warmer summers) because of the
closer proximity of the Earth to the Sun.

Figure 2: Modification of the timing of aphelion and
perihelion over time (A=today; B=13,000 years into the
future)
The third cyclical variation is related to the changes in the
tilt (obliquity) of the Earth's axis of rotation over a 41,000
years period.
During the 41,000 year cycle, the tilt can deviate from
approximately 22.5 to 24.5°. At the present time, the tilt of
the Earth's axis is 23.5°. When the tilt is small there is less
climatic variation between the summer and winter seasons
in the middle and high latitudes. Winters tend to be milder
and summers cooler. Warmer winters allow for more
snow to fall in the high latitude regions. When the
atmosphere is warmer it has a greater ability to hold water
vapor and therefore more snow is produced at areas of
frontal or orographic uplift. Cooler summers cause snow
and ice to accumulate on the Earth's surface because less
of this frozen water is melted. Thus, the net effect of a
smaller tilt would be more extensive formation of glaciers
in the polar latitudes.
Periods of a larger tilt result in greater seasonal climatic
variation in the middle and high latitudes. At these times,
winters tend to be colder and summers warmer. Colder
winters produce less snow because of lower atmospheric
temperatures. As a result, less snow and ice accumulates
on the ground surface. Moreover, the warmer summers
produced by the larger tilt provide additional energy to
melt and evaporate the snow that fell and accumulated
during the winter months. In conclusion, glaciers in the
Polar Regions should be generally receding, with other
contributing factors constant, during this part of the
obliquity cycle.
Computer models and historical evidence suggest that the
Milankovitch cycles exert their greatest cooling and
warming influence when the troughs and peaks of all three
cycles coincide with each other.
Atmospheric carbon dioxide variations: Studies on long
term climate change have discovered a connection
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beetween the concentration
c
ns of carbon dioxide in the
attmosphere andd mean globaal temperaturee. Carbon dioxxide
iss one of the most importaant gases ressponsible for the
grreenhouse efffect. Certain atmospheric
a
g
gases,
like carbbon
diioxide, waterr vapor and methane,
m
are able to alter the
ennergy balancee of the Earthh by being ablle to absorb long
w
wave
radiationn emitted from
m the Earth's surface. The net
reesult of this process
p
and the
t re-emissioon of long wave
w
baack to the Eaarth's surface increase the quantity of heat
h
ennergy in thee Earth's cllimate system
m. Without the
grreenhouse efffect, the averaage global tem
mperature of the
E
Earth
would bee around -18° Celsius ratherr than the pressent
15° Celsius.
Researchers off the 1970s CLIMAP
R
C
proj
oject documennted
sttrong evidencce in deep-oceean sedimentss of variations in
thhe Earth's gloobal temperaature during the past several
huundred thoussand years of
o the Earth'ss history. Otther
suubsequent stuudies have confirmed theese findings and
haave discovereed that thesee temperature variations were
w
cllosely correlaated to the concentration of carbon dioxxide
inn the atmospphere and variations
v
in solar radiattion
reeceived by the planet as coontrolled by the
t Milankovitch
cyycles. Measurrements indiccated that atm
mospheric carbbon
diioxide levels were
w about 300% lower duriing colder glaacial
peeriods. It was also theorized that the oceans were a maajor
sttore of carboon dioxide and
a
that theyy controlled the
m
movement
of this gas to annd from the atmosphere. The
T
am
mount of carbbon dioxide thhat can be heeld in oceans is a
fuunction of tem
mperature. Caarbon dioxide is released frrom
thhe oceans wheen global tem
mperatures beccome warmer and
diiffuses into the
t
ocean whhen temperattures are coooler.
Innitial alteratioons in global temperature
t
w
were
triggeredd by
chhanges in recceived solar raadiation by thhe Earth throuugh
thhe Milankovittch cycles. Thhe increase inn carbon dioxxide
thhen amplifiedd the global warming byy enhancing the
grreenhouse efffect.
Over the past three
O
t
centuriees, the concenntration of carbbon
diioxide has been increasinng in the Eaarth's atmosphhere
beecause of hum
man influencees (Fig. 1.3). Human
H
activiities
like the burniing of fossil fuels, conveersion of natuural
prrairie to farmland
f
[9]], intense industrializatiion,
urrbanization annd deforestatiion have caussed the releasee of
caarbon dioxidee into the atmoosphere. From
m the early 17000s,
caarbon dioxidee has increasedd from 280 paarts per millionn to
380 parts per million
m
in 2005. Many scienntists believe that
rbon dioxide inn the atmosphhere
hiigher concenttrations of carb
w acceleratee the greenhoouse effect making
will
m
the plaanet
w
warmer.
Scienntists also beelieve that the present eraa is
allready experriencing gloobal warminng due to an
ennhancement of
o the greenhhouse effect. Most compuuter
cllimate modelss suggest that the globe will warm up by 1.5
- 4.5° Celsius if
i carbon dioxxide reaches thhe predicted leevel
off 600 parts peer million by thhe year 2050.

Figure 3: The
T followingg graph illustrates the rise inn
atmospheric
a
c
carbon
dioxidee from 1744 to
o 2005. Note that
t
the increase in carbon diioxide's conceentration in thee
atmospherre has been exxponential during the periodd
examined. An
A extrapolatiion into the im
mmediate futurre
w
would
suggest continued increase
Volcanic
V
erup
ptions: For m
many years, climatologists have
h
noticed
n
a connnection betw
ween large ex
xplosive volccanic
eruptions
e
andd short term climatic chan
nge (Fig. 4). For
example,
e
one of the coldestt years in the last two centuuries
occurred
o
the year follow
wing the Taambora volccanic
eruption
e
in 18815. A numbeer of regions across the pllanet
Earth
E
witnesseed this lowerinng of atmosph
heric temperatture.
Several
S
other major
m
volcaniic events also show a patterrn of
cooler
c
global temperatures lasting 1 to 3 years after their
t
eruption.
e

h
been shoown
Figure 4: Expplosive volcannic eruptions have
to have a shoort-term coolinng effect on th
he atmospheree if
they eject laarge quantitiees of sulphur dioxide
d
into thhe
stratospheree. The present figure shows the eruption of
o
Mount St. Helens
H
on Mayy 18, 1980 wh
hich had a locaal
effect
e
on clim
mate because oof ash reducing
g the receptionn of
solar radiatioon on the Eartth's surface. Mount
M
St. Heleens
had
h very miniimal global efffect on the cliimate becausee the
eruption
e
occurrred at an obliique angle puttting little sulpphur
dioxide into the stratospheere. (Source: U.S.
U Geologiccal
n Post).
Surrvey; photograaph by Austin
At
A first, scienntists thought that the dustt emitted intoo the
atmosphere
a
froom large volccanic eruption
ns was responssible
for
f the coolinng by partiallyy blocking the transmission of
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soolar radiatioon to the Earth's surrface. Howevver,
m
measurements
m of the duust thrown in the
indicate that most
attmosphere reeturned to thhe Earth's surrface within six
m
months.
Recennt stratospheeric data sugggests that laarge
exxplosive volccanic eruptionns also eject huge
h
amountss of
suulphur dioxide gas which remains
r
in thee atmosphere for
ass long as three
t
years. Atmospheric chemists have
h
deetermined thaat the ejected sulphur
s
dioxidde gas reacts with
w
w
water
vapour commonly
c
fouund in the straatosphere to foorm
a dense opticcally bright haze
h
layer that
t
reduces the
ming
attmospheric traansmission off some of thee Sun's incom
raadiation.

Figure 5: Ash column generrated by the erruption of Moount
F
o
Pinatubo on 12th June, 19991. The stronggest eruption of
t
days lateer on 15th Junne,
Mount Pinatuubo occurred three
19911 (Source: US Geological Survey)
S
Variations in
V
n solar outtput: Until recently, many
m
sccientists thougght that the Sun's
S
output of
o radiation only
o
vaaried by a fraction of a percent ovver many yeears.
H
However,
measurements maade by satellites equipped with
w
raadiometers inn the 1980s and
a 1990s suuggested that the
Sun's energy output
o
may bee more variablle than was once
o
t
early 19980s
thhought. Meassurements maade during the
shhowed a decrrease of 0.1 percent
p
in thee total amountt of
soolar energy reeaching the Eaarth over just an
a 18 month time
peeriod. If this trend
t
were to extend
e
over seeveral decadees, it
coould influencee global climaate. Numericall climatic moddels
prredict that a change
c
in solaar output of onnly 1 percent per
ceentury wouldd alter the Eaarth's averagee temperature by
beetween 0.5 to 1.0° Celsius.

The
T decrease in solar energgy observed in
n the early 19980s
corresponds
c
t a period oof maximum sunspot actiivity
to
based
b
on the 11- year cyccle. In additio
on, measurem
ments
made
m
with a solar telescoppe from 1976
6 to 1980 shoowed
th
hat during thiis period, as thhe number and
d size of sunsspots
in
ncreased, the Sun's surface cooled by about 6° Celssius.
Apparently,
A
thhe sunspots prevented so
ome of the Sun's
S
energy
e
from leaving its surrface. Howev
ver, these finddings
tend to contrradict observvations made on longer time
t
scales.
s
Observvations of thee Sun during the
t middle off the
Little
L
Ice Agee (1650 to 1750) indicateed that very little
l
sunspot
s
activity was occurrring on the Sun's
S
surface. The
Little
L
Ice Age was a time oof a much cooler global clim
mate
and
a
some sccientists correelate this occcurrence witth a
reduction
r
in solar
s
activity over a perio
od of 90 or 180
years.
y
Measurrements have shown that these
t
90 and 180
year
y cycles inffluence the am
mplitude of th
he 11 year sunnspot
cycle.
c
It is hypothesizedd that during
g times of low
amplitude,
a
likke the Maunder Minimum, the Sun's ouutput
of
o radiation is reduced. Observations by astronom
mers
during
d
this period (1645 to 1715) rev
vealed very little
l
sunspot
s
activitty occurring oon the Sun.
During
D
periodds of maximuum sunspot activity,
a
the Sun's
S
magnetic
m
fieldd is strong. Whhen sunspot activity
a
is low, the
Sun's
S
magnetiic field weakeens. The mag
gnetic field off the
Sun
S
also revverses every 22 years, during
d
a sunnspot
minimum.
m
Soome scientistts believe th
hat the periiodic
droughts
d
on thhe Great Plaiins of the Un
nited States arre in
some
s
way corrrelated with thhis 22 year cycle.
Plate
P
tectoniccs: The phenoomenon of pllate tectonics also
plays
p
a major role in the evvent of climatee change. Onn the
longest time scales, platee tectonics will
w
reorient the
position
p
of conntinents, shappe oceans, buiild and tear down
d
mountains
m
andd generally seerve to providee the matrix upon
u
which
w
climatee exists. Moree recently, plate motions have
h
been
b
implicateed in the inteensification of
o the presentt ice
age
a when, appproximately 3 million yearrs ago, the North
N
and
a South Am
merican plate’s collided to form the Isthhmus
of
o Panama andd shut off direect mixing bettween the Atlaantic
and
a
Pacific Oceans.
O
The movement of
o the plate and
subsequent
s
suubduction alsoo regulate thee condition off the
climate.
c
Slow subduction is associated with
w narrow midm
oceanic
o
ridgee and low vvolcanic activ
vity. Under this
condition,
c
thhere is maxximum exposure of maarine
limestone to weathering, which draw
ws more carrbon
dioxide
d
from the
t atmospherre to participatte in the reacttions
resulting
r
in thhe cooling effe
fect. The oppo
osite phenomeenon
of
o warming is linked to faster subduction
n process.

8.
8 Conclusion

Figurre 6: Sunspotss on the Sun’ss surface
The number annd size of sunnspots show cyclical patterns,
T
reeaching a maxximum about every 11, 900, and 180 yeears.

These
T
natural calamities arre direct threaats to the secuurity
of
o the poor people, whhich not onlly result in the
displacement
d
of people frrom their roo
ot, but also pose
p
adverse
a
impacct on their soocio-economiic conditions and
livelihoods. The
T
restoratioon phase can
n be initiatedd by
strengthening
s
the call for an adaptive managementt [4]
style
s
that focuuses on transpparency and learning.
l
Suchh an
approach
a
needds to involvee all stakeholders in deciision
making
m
and im
mplementationn at the level of
o landscapes and
seascapes.
s
Cooalitions, inclluding govern
nments and their
t
agencies,
a
NG
GOs, local communitiess and reseearch
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institutions, can support immediate actions, plan for the
medium term and establish key priorities for the longer
term. Whether constituted at the regional [8], national or
international level, these coalitions should aim to bring
about change in environmental management strategy to
accelerate the process of adaptation of ecosystems and
their components to oscillating climate of the planet Earth.
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